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during the preceding three-month period.  
 
 

PROGRAM INDEX 
 

WBZ-TV News on TV38 – WBZ-TV News on TV38 is anchored by Anaridis Rodriguez.  The 
newscast delivers a contemporary hour of news filled with comprehensive coverage of local 
politics, community events, medical updates, and issues of importance in the community.  In 
addition, issues related to government, politics, business, financial issues, corruption, and crime 
are explored in-depth during the station’s newscasts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Business and Political 
 
1/4/22: Christina Hager reports on Mayor Michelle Wu’s plan to clean up the homeless Mass and 
Cass encampment in downtown Boston. Wu is exploring the possibility of reviving the Long 
Island drug rehabilitation facility which was abandoned in 2015 after the city destroyed the only 
bridge connecting to the island. No date has been provided on when this will happen, but Wu 
says she is analyzing various solutions in hopes of a long-term solution for this ongoing issue. 
 
1/11/22: Tiffany Chan reports on empty shelves and rising prices in grocery stores during the 
Omicron surge. Everyday household items and food has been taking longer to reach the shelves 
due to delays in the supply chain from late deliveries and staff shortages. Supply and demand for 
these products has caused prices to rise and they may continue to do so through the end of 
February until the Omicron spike passes. 
 
1/13/22: Lisa Gresci reports on the new vaccine mandate for restaurants in Boston which goes 
into effect January 15. The new mandate will require both employees and customers to be 
vaccinated but restaurant owners fear these new safety measures are just another setback for the 
suffering industry. While training will be provided to employees to verify vaccination cards, 
there is still some doubt about the effectiveness of the mandate as vaccination cards are easily 
faked and breakthrough cases are still very common. 
 
1/21/22: Beth Germano reports on Boston Firefighters pushing back against the city’s vaccine 
mandate for city workers calling Mayor Michelle Wu “anti-labor.” They argue it should be an 
individual worker’s right and the mayor is endangering lives by potentially taking emergency 
workers off the street. The union claims that over 100 firefighters could face unpaid leave due to 
the mandate. Currently, 90% of Boston firefighters are vaccinated and Fire Commissioner John 
Dempsey says he does not believe there will be an interruption of service due to the new 
mandate. 
 
2/4/22: Rachel Holt reports on rent increases in Boston. Currently, 99% of apartments in Boston 
are occupied which has caused the rental market to skyrocket. Average prices for a 3 or 4 
bedroom will range anywhere from $3,000-$3,800k. These price increases are a result of COVID 
slowing down construction and delaying the ability to bring more apartments to the market. At 
this rate, Boston is on a fast track to surpassing San Francisco as the second most expensive city 
in the country. 
 
2/11/22: Tiffany Chan reports on indoor COVID restrictions in Boston on Valentine’s Day 
weekend. Despite the vaccine and mask mandates, Valentine’s Day coupled with Super Bowl 
Sunday turned out to be a very busy weekend for the industry. Chef-owner Douglass Williams of 
MIDA in Boston’s South End reported triple digit numbers for reservations for the weekend. 
Both customers and business owners alike are thankful for the sense of normalcy despite ongoing 
COVID restrictions. 
 
2/23/22: Tiffany Chan reports on the real estate war in Massachusetts. With the current 
competitive housing market, it has proven to be a frustrating time for home buyers in the Greater 
Boston area with long waits, long lines, and tough bidding wars. Many buyers are offering cash 



only and thousands of dollars above the asking price. Realtors advise getting ahead of the game 
by getting pre-approved for a home loan, figuring out what you want in a home vs. what you 
need, and not hesitating to make an offer as soon as you see a home you like. 
 
2/25/22: Tiffany Chan reports on a historical moment when Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson, a 
former Harvard graduate, becomes the first Black woman nominated to the US Supreme Court. 
Patrice Dixon, president of the Massachusetts Black Women Attorneys, says that Brown 
Jackson’s nomination has been a long time coming and is a huge step for Black female attorneys 
in the US. If elected, Dixon believes Brown Jackson could offer a different, valuable perspective 
for the American society. 
 
2/28/22: Christina Hager reports on the possibility of banning Russian vodka in Massachusetts to 
boycott Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The Massachusetts Package Stores Association (MPSA) 
says that banning Russian vodka could be symbolic but wouldn’t have much of impact since 
Massachusetts is not a huge consumer of Russian alcohol. Governor Charles Baker is concerned 
about instating a flat-out ban as it could affect local Russian immigrant families who own 
businesses dealing with Russian goods. 
 
3/2/22: Juli McDonald reports on the local gas price surge due to the war in Ukraine. A gas 
station on South Franklin Street in Holbrook, Sal’s, is selling gas for 20-25 cents cheaper than its 
competitors. Sal’s low prices have attracted many new customers. The business model works for 
everybody as customers don’t feel like they’re being taken advantage of, and the gas station is 
bringing in more business. 
 
3/11/22: Beth Germano reports on the recovery of Boston’s Chinatown, a community which has 
been hit hard the past two years during the pandemic. While a lot of places are starting to open 
their doors again and foot traffic is returning, stability is far from reach with challenges like 
backpay on rent, hiring, fear of racism and attacks, and inflation. 
 
3/22/22: Christina Hager reports the Boston City Council’s Committee on Government 
Accountability, Transparency and Accessibility met to discuss secret phone tracking equipment 
police bought using money that is not part of the public budget. It’s called a Sting Ray and it 
works the same way a cell phone tower does, picking up signals from nearby phones. There is a 
new law in Boston that would prevent this type of secret purchase from happening again. The 
Surveillance Oversight Ordinance requires police to get special approval from the Boston City 
Council before buying spy equipment in the future. 
 
3/25/22: Kristina Rex reports on the escalation of tensions between North End restaurant owners 
and Boston Mayor Wu over outdoor dining fees imposed by the city. A select group of 
restauranters are vowing to sue while the mayor is threatening to cancel outdoor dining all 
together. 
 
 
Health and Medical 
 



1/3/22: Ken Macleod reports on the end of a nurse’s strike at St. Vincent’s hospital, the longest 
nurse’s strike in Massachusetts history. 483 nurses walked off the job eight months ago seeking 
more money and better benefits. Last month, Labor of Secretary Marty Walsh, was finally able 
to strike a deal, promising the nurses the same positions and better working conditions when they 
return to work at the end of the month. 
 
1/4/22: Juli McDonald reports on the Randolph community coming together to help make 
COVID-19 testing easier and more efficient. Like many testing sites in the US, the Randolph 
testing site has seen a huge spike in testing recently as the Omicron variant sweeps the nation. A 
couple weeks ago, the testing site was processing 200-300 tests a day but in the past week, they 
hit 1,450 tests in one day. To combat this sudden demand, community leaders have brought in 
extra healthcare professionals and enlisted firefighters and police officers to assist with checking 
in patients and performing tests.  
 
1/5/22: Zinnia Maldonado reports on Tufts Medical Center urging the public to get vaccinated, 
boosted, and wear their masks as hospitals reach max capacity. Mayor Michelle Wu 
acknowledged and applauded healthcare workers in Boston during the Omicron surge and says 
she is working on getting more testing and vaccine clinics open throughout the city in the next 
week. 
 
1/10/22: Kristina Rex reports on the new rollout of a digital vaccination verification system as 
vaccine mandates start coming to local towns and cities in Massachusetts. Vaccination 
information can be downloaded as a digital passport on your phone with a QR code which can 
easily be scanned at different businesses. Governor Charlie Baker is hoping this new verification 
system will make the process easier on both customers and businesses. 
 
1/14/22: Kristina Rex reports that 3 ‘Center for Covid Control’ testing centers operating in 
Boston have been delivered cease and desist letters by the state following complaints from 
patients who never received their test results. Upon investigation, the state discovered the testing 
centers located in Needham, Worcester, and North Dartmouth did not have the proper clinical lab 
licenses to be operating. 
 
1/17/22: Cheryl Fiandaca reports on Boston hospitals’ growing concern over the shortage of N95 
masks. The demand for the masks has doubled in the past six weeks and now nurses at Mass 
General Brigham are being asked to reuse masks for different patients to reserve the supply. The 
hospital believes this shortage is due in part to N95 masks being given out to visitors and have 
started limiting visiting hours to 2-8 PM and one visitor per patient. 
 
1/20/22: Zinnia Maldonado reports on the Weymouth Compressor Station natural gas facility 
which federal regulators says should have never been built due to safety, health, and 
environmental concerns. The facility has been operating since 2020 pumping natural gas to 
Maine and Canada. While the facility has been deemed unsafe, federal regulators say it is too late 
now to revoke the operating license. Those who live in the neighborhood are highly disappointed 
at this news as the facility could potentially endanger them and their families’ lives. Senator Ed 
Markey along with local citizens will continue to fight to with legislation to get the station shut 
down.  



 
2/7/22: Kristina Rex reports on plummeting COVID cases in Worcester and the city’s decision to 
lift the mask mandate effective February 18. The decision proposed by the city’s medical 
director narrowly passed with a 3 to 2 vote for the mandate to be lifted. While masks are now 
optional in public spaces, Worcester schools have elected to keep the mask mandates.  
 
2/8/22: Kristina Rex reports on school systems loosening mask restrictions due to lower levels of 
COVID-19. According to the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE), 42 
of the 1,840 public schools in Massachusetts have received the approval to lift the mask 
mandate. In September of 2021, DESE set a new policy stating that the threshold for removing 
masks would be when at least 80% of students and staff in the school were vaccinated. Once 
approved, it is up to the school whether they want to lift the mask mandate. 
 
2/17/22: Beth Germano reports on firefighters from Brockton, Worcester, Norwood, Fall River 
and Boston, filing a federal lawsuit against 25 companies, claiming the safety gear designed to 
protect them against fires is making them sick. Chemicals in the gear called PFAs, which make 
the equipment water resistant and flame retardant, has been reported to cause cancer. Joe 
Marchetti deputy chief of Brockton Fire Department decided to join the lawsuit seeking damages 
after discovering he had high levels of PFAs in his body. This discovery is pushing Marchetti 
into early retirement and has him concerned for other firefighters at risk. 
 
3/17/22: Tiffany Chan reports on Massachusetts passing a bill called the CROWN Act which 
will ban hair discrimination against a person’s hair texture or hairstyle. The bill was inspired by 
two twin sisters, Deanna and Mya Cook, who have faced discrimination for wearing their natural 
hair in braids at school and job interviews. The CROWN Act is set to go to Senate for 
consideration and Biden is encouraging Congress to pass this bill on the federal level. 
Christina Hager reports on the development of new Omicron subvariants emerging in Europe 
and Asia. Judging by past patterns, these new variants will most likely make their way to the US. 
Two variants that are being watched currently are BA.2 and deltacron. UMass Amherst COVID-
19 forecast Neil Rech predicts we will see a small rise of COVID cases again in April but 
doesn’t believe the new variants will be severe enough to warrant another lockdown. 
 
3/29/22: Paul Burton reports the FDA has approved a second COVID-19 vaccine booster shot for 
anyone over fifty-years-old who has received Moderna or Pfizer. Health officials say you can get 
the second booster as early as four months after your first booster dose. Health officials are also 
keeping a close watch on BA.2 omicron subvariant, which accounts for most of the cases here in 
Massachusetts. 
 
 
Law, Safety and Security 
 
1/24/22: Kristina Rex reports on a surge of first responders going to rescue people on Spy Pond 
in Arlington. The snow and freezing temperatures have caused the pond to ice over and locals to 
flock to the pond to partake in snow activities such as ice skating, ice hockey, and fishing. Local 
police and rescue teams warn that some parts of the pond are on thin ice, and it is not safe to play 
on since there is no telling which parts could be dangerous. 



 
2/9/22: Ken Macleod reports investigators are on the hunt for a man who has been walking into 
homes posing as a delivery man. Ring doorbell footage has captured a man dressed in all black 
entering an apartment on West Broadway claiming to be looking for an address which was 
nowhere near the residence. Another woman on “O” Street had a similar experience with a man 
matching the same description and managed to snap a picture of his Suburban SUV as he drove 
away. Both times, the man left on his own with no confrontation. Police are looking to ID the 
man and his motives. 
 
2/10/22: Cheryl Fiandaca reports on a new breed of cybercrime: Crypto Currency Investment 
Romance Scams. One local woman Cindy Tsai is warning others after becoming a victim when 
she befriended a scammer on a texting app called WhatsApp. Cindy says a man named Jimmy 
messaged her on WhatsApp mistaking her for someone else. This conversation sparked a 
friendship which turned into a relationship and eventually led to Jimmy convincing Cindy to 
invest in trading cryptocurrency. Over the course of a few months, Cindy had invested and lost 
over $2.5 million. The FBI estimates that in 2021, 24,000 people have fallen for this scam losing 
over a billion dollars. 
 
2/11/22: Kristina Rex reports on an attack on a transgender student in North Attleboro. Police 
say the incident happened after a basketball game between North Attleboro and Foxboro. The 
verbal conflict turned assault started when some Foxboro students allegedly called the North 
Attleboro student offensive slurs because she was transgender. Superintendent John Antonucci 
wrote in a statement that the actions of the Foxboro students in no way reflected the values and 
principles at North Attleboro Public Schools. The National Center for Transgender Equity 
reports that last year saw the biggest rise in violent deaths for transgender and nonbinary people.  
 
2/16/22: Kristina Rex reports on the search for the murderer of Nathan Paul, a Weymouth High 
School student, who was shot and killed in Quincy on February 12. Nathan was reportedly shot 
while driving in a Germantown housing complex and later died from his injuries at Boston 
Medical Center. Nathan was a good kid, well loved by his family, friends and his teammates on 
his wrestling team at school. Gregory Paul, Nathan’s father, is urging anyone with any info on 
whoever shot his son to come forward. 
 
2/21/22: Juli McDonald reports on a wave of hate messages, threats against the Black 
community, and anti-semantic graffiti that has plagued Curry College in its spring semester. One 
threat specifically mentioned the date 2/22/22 causing the college to move classes virtually for 
that Tuesday. Many students are scared, and some have chosen to leave campus or go home for 
the week. New cameras have been installed on campus and police and security patrols have been 
increased as a safety precaution. The college is offering a reward of $10,000 to anyone with any 
information or leads to whomever is responsible. 
 
3/3/22: Cheryl Fiandaca reports on a man who allegedly pushed past security officers and 
hospital staff and tried to kidnap an infant who was being treated at Tufts Medical Center in 
Boston. Witnesses say the man approached the baby and tried to take it but was tackled by 
officers and family members. The man was taken into custody and sources say not only does the 
man have other criminal charges against him, but he has attempted something similar in the past. 



 
3/6/22: Juli McDonald reports on a shooting at the Tech Boston Academy in Dorchester, 
wounding both a teacher and a student, during a drive-by shooting that occurred in the parking 
lot. Both victims suffered non-life-threatening injuries and police are on the hunt for who could 
have been responsible for the shooting. School has been called off tomorrow and the focus is 
shifting to the families of those affected.  Counseling services and support is being given to the 
faculty, students and families who want it. 
 
3/28/22: Juli McDonald reports on a deadly parking garage collapse in the North End.  A 
construction worker was killed in a demolition accident at the Government Center parking 
garage.  The partial collapse of the garage has shut down train service because inspectors are 
worried about the safety of the more than one hundred-year-old tunnels on the Orange and Green 
Lines. 
 
 
Community and Culture 
 
1/7/22: Juli McDonald reports on a woman in Hudson, Gail Weisberg, who met her kidney donor 
in a Target parking lot. Weisberg, a breast cancer and stroke survivor, had been on the donor list 
for a new kidney for two and a half years with no hope in sight. Weisberg decided to take matters 
into her own hands and posted a sign on her car asking for angel. Debbie Munley happened to 
see Weisberg’s sign in the Marlboro Target parking lot and knocked on her car window saying 
she wanted to help. After careful testing and paperwork, the two ladies were determined to be a 
perfect match, and Weisberg will be receiving a new kidney just before Christmas. 
 
2/28/22: Juli McDonald reports on a local church in Jamaica Plain, Saint Andrew’s Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church, who are collecting essentials and medical supplies to ship to Ukrainian 
refugees. Hundreds of community members have come together to help, pray, and offer their 
support. The church understands this is an ongoing conflict and will continue to collect and send 
supplies every Sunday moving forward. 
 
3/9/22: Brandon Truitt reports on a Massachusetts businessman who flew to Ukraine to help 
support the humanitarian crisis. Paul Kozub, owner of V1 Vodka, who makes most of their 
product in Poland, is finding ways to raise money for refugees in need. Kozub flew over with 
$10,000 in cash to hand out to refugees directly as they crossed the border. Kozub hopes to set 
up communication channels and continue to provide financial assistance when he returns home. 
 
3/10/22: Brandon Truitt reports on the impact of inflation on the community. Reports from the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics show that there has been a 7.9% increase in overall price index in the 
past year. The biggest contributors to this inflation have been gasoline, housing, and food. These 
price hikes have greatly impacted citizens and businesses alike causing them to have to make 
hard economic decisions. 
 
3/29/22: Christina Hager reports on the increase of homelessness in Cambridge. The issue has 
increased since Boston’s sweep of the encampment in the area known as Mass and Cass months 



ago. In recent months, Cambridge has opened up new temporary shelters and is also planning 
new day-centers that would be full of services for the homeless. 
 
 
 
 
This Quarterly Issues/Program List was placed in the Public File on Thursday April 7, 2022, by 
Christine Ferrara, Program Director. 
 


